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Cegano makes  meet ings  better

“A conference is a meeting which many people attend, 

but there is little to show for it at the end,” the German 

cabaret artist Werner Finck once remarked. Now we do 

things much better of course... or do we? The meeting 

culture may be going through a transformation: Informal 

meetings are rarely held in permanent, reserved rooms, 

but instead more spontaneously in team zones, lounges 

or near to the workplace. But does that automatically 

make everything more efficient? 

Efficiency is the result of meetings that people enjoy 

attending, of the right environment and the right tools 

being in place and of the content being distributed spon-

taneously – whether two people are in attendance or 

twenty. This is where C+P comes into play. We have the 

right solutions for making meetings better. Furniture that 

makes state-of-the-art technology simple to use. And 

when we say “simple”, we really do mean simple.

You will find out more about furniture that enhances your 

meeting culture in this prospectus – that’s a promise!

Spontaneous meetings:
These meetings often take place while standing and are usually shorter in 
duration. How efficient the meetings are depends on having the right envi-
ronment: We offer everything from acoustically effective wall and furniture 
surfaces to a standing table with integrated technology. 

Small team meetings:
Quickly take a seat in the meeting room, connect your notebook or tablet 
PC and you’re all set to go: Present your interim results, work on documents 
together and if necessary get your colleague involved by setting up a video 
or web conference.
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Medium-sized meetings:
The more people that take part, the more content there is to be shared. 
This works well if everybody has the right connections at their workspace, 
the process of switching between the signal sources runs smoothly and 
simply and the screen and the media cart are portable.

Larger meetings and telepresence:
You’re so close, its as if you’re there: Telepresence systems increase the 
number of people involved in a meeting. Suitable table shapes offer good 
visibility and ensure excellent communications. The mobile media cart with 
two screens shows external participants and presentation content at the 
same time. And after the conference is over: Simply make use of the mobile 
furniture somewhere else!

Regardless of whether there are just a few people in 

attendance at your meeting today or you have to orga-

nize a large meeting tomorrow, Cegano furniture can 

be adapted to your requirements – mobile, simple and 

elegant. And the best thing is: The integrated technology 

can be made available to anyone immediately without 

extensive planning and having to employ specialists. Just 

connect it, use it and if necessary upgrade it flexibly.
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Screen Mirroring:
This is possible with all conven-
tional solutions on the market 
from Cegano without using cables: 
Screen Mirroring is all about sharing 
your own screen content on the 
presentation monitor.

SonicWall Smart:
This is the SonicWall Smart with a 
curved design for the new curved 
screens. All receiver and control 
technology is integrated into the 
product.
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Hybrid technologies are all the rage as they give you the 

freedom of choice – just like the Cegano table. The most 

conventional analog and digital connections: VGA, HDMI 

and (Mini) DisplayPort can be found in the same cable flap. 

Only C+P gives you this option! Simply connect, press the 

relevant button on the glass control panel and present your 

content. 

And if you want to edit confidential content again after the 

presentation: You can remove your signal from the presen-

tation screen immediately by pressing the “X” button.

Option to choose  between ana log or  d ig i ta l

Glass control panel:
The control panel can be used 
to switch all three signal sources 
separately and you press the  
“X” button to remove the signal. 

One flap – three connections:
Hybrid technology for connect-
ing to analog and digital signal 
sources without an adapter.

Clean sweep: 
The power packs, excess cables 
and superfluous plugs disappear 
into the cable trough.

Wireless charging: 
Modules for wireless charging 
of smartphones are integrated 
in the international “Qi” stan-
dard.

Communication area: 
Impressive meeting point with 
retractable screen and lockers 
for visitors.
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Robust:
The Cegano media cart carries a 
screen measuring up to 100 inches 
or two screens each measuring up 
to 65 inches. The Cegano media cart is the mobile aid for all meetings 

and is also a real gem. It saves you a great deal of time 

and money as you can use it everywhere you need to. 

The media cart comes with the VESA input for one or two 

screens, a camera mounting bracket and a lockable instal-

lation room for audio and video technology – we have 

really thought of everything.
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Stackable for space-saving storage:
Tables that are only used occasionally can 
be stacked and nested to save space.

Make i t  easy  on yourse l f

Simplicity is an integral part of the product philosophy at 

Cegano. Simply transport the tables with the integrated 

casters to where they will be used. Deposit the tables and 

they remain stable without a locking device. Fold up the 

tabletop and simply connect the tables without having to 

bend underneath them. Fold up the tabletop again and 

engage the LOCK connector. Then you’re finished!

All cables and plug connections meet the standards of 

professional stage technology. They are extremely robust 

and are used to being frequently changed. After all, we 

don’t compromise when it comes to quality.

“Plug and play”:
The foldable tabletops have made 
the complicated connection under-
neath the table a thing of the past: 
Set up – connect – use!
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Show your colors:
Cegano tables are available 
with different top decors and 
frame colors that match your 
surroundings and the desired 
ambiance.

Telepresence solutions:
Video conferences with the 
best image and sound quality 
– achieved to perfection with 
Cegano tables and media cart.

Just two connections:
Power and data – that’s all you 
need to hold a multimedia con-
ference with Cegano.

Professional plugs and cables:
Prevent confusion, have a simple 
locking mechanism and are com-
pletely durable.

Everything integrated:
The Cegano media cart is able 
to accomodate state-of-the-art 
video conference equipment.
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Elegant glass control panel:
Only available from C+P. This con-
trol panel makes it easy to switch 
between signal sources and has an 
“X” button for when you want to 
remove the signal. 

Tables in a V-shape configuration:
The perfect solution with the best 
view for everybody. Also ideal for 
video conferences.
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Flexible and sturdy:
Thanks to the integrated cast-
ers, you can move the tables 
wherever they are needed in 
no time at all. Once you put 
the table down, it remains 
there - secure and sturdy.

As fast as it gets:
The locking mechanism that 
folds the tabletop up or down 
can be undone in a single 
motion.

Remain f lexible  wi th  Cegano

The requirements for conference and meeting solutions 

are complex. That’s why Cegano places great emphasis on 

flexibility. Different tabletop shapes and sizes are available. 

Tables can be combined and configured using an infinity 

principle – from spontaneous meetings to multimedia con-

ferences. 

The equally mobile lift tables are a good addition for a wide 

variety of training, conference and seminar scenarios.
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Available at all times:
The lift tables can be adjusted 
using a gas pressure spring 
measuring 720-1135 mm. The 
attractive base is equipped with 
integrated casters. 

Mobile lift tables:
Suitable as a sit/stand solution 
for spontaneous brief meetings, 
an occasional table for confer-
ence beverages, or for flexible 
training sessions and workshops. 
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Cegano SmartTable:
The signals for a wide variety of 
end devices are displayed using 
the touch symbols. The compli-
cated search for the right source 
in the TV remote control menu 
is finally a thing of the past.

Wirelessly happy:
This only applies to C+P : The 
Cegano SmartTable which is 
completely wireless is a table 
and intelligent device manager 
in one.
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Simply smart  –  with or  wi thout  a  cab le

Always suits your purpose:
It is also possible for VGA, 
HDMI and (Mini) DisplayPort 
connections to be integrated 
into the solo tables. The illumi-
nated button can be found on 
the cable with this version.

You no longer have to mess around with adapters! The cable-

based Cegano solo tables can offer the most common analog 

and digital connections to enable everybody to find the right 

cable for their device. The signal for the presentation screen is 

connected by practical buttons on the cable or by touch fields  

in the tabletop.

Cegano Smart with its completely wireless connection is ideal 

for those who don’t like using cables. The Cegano Smart can be 

used to connect and transmit signals from different end devices 

with a wireless connection. The complicated process of searching 

for the right source in the TV remote control menu is therefore  

a thing of the past.

Whether your device is with or without cables, you can choose 

from different tabletop shapes and equipment. You can find an 

overview of table shapes, suitable participant numbers and the 

available technologies on pages 24 and 25.
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In good shape:
Cegano gives you the choice: 
Standing or seat height? Classic 
round, rectangular or square 
design? Or do you prefer the 
innovative Wankel shape?
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Self-explanatory:
Find the right plug immediately 
for your device simply by using 
pictogram. The connection 
cables are also built in to each 
table. It can’t get any easier 
and simpler than that.

Up to 100 participants:
Cegano stackable tables can be 
expanded almost continuously 
and have all the functions of 
each individual table.
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Lectern and projector table:
The sophisticated Cegano add-on 
modules for every conference area.

Discretion:
The modesty panel made of 
translucent plastic offers the 
required shielding.

LOCK table connector:
These practical connector parts 
are fastened directly under the 
table, which ensures that they 
do not get lost.

The best  poss ib le  addit ion

The Cegano product range not only offers great conference 

room and meeting tables, but also provides a fully fledged 

series of products. You have the option of combining parts 

with or without a power/data connection according to your 

requirements. The lectern and projector table are available 

as supplementary products. Both these products also offer

a power and data connection. Additional elements like

the modesty panel round off the product series. Additional

furniture such as the Asisto fridge caddys are practical

additions to each conference room.

All you need is one set of products to ensure that your 

meetings, congresses, conferences and training courses go 

according to plan: Cegano from C+P, the leading provider 

of technology that can be intelligently integrated into

modern furniture.
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Table combination with 
corner connection: 
The cables run invisibly from 
table to table beneath the 
tabletop surface. 
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This plug and play promise applies to the entire Cegano 

product range: Set up, connect and start immediately.

On this double-page spread, you can find connection 

and configuration examples for both solo tables and the 

almost infinitely extendable stackable tables. Pages 24/25 

provide you with an overview of table shapes, the appro-

priate number of participants and available technologies.

Use  technology  s imply

Connection examples Solo tables

easy media*

Table shape: Round    3 - 6

Cables to the table: Power
Network / Internet

Cables from the table 
to the screen:

HDMI
VGA + Audio

Cables to the screen: Power

smart*

Table shape: Wankel    3 - 6

Cable to the table: Power

Cable to the SonicWall 
Smart with screen:

Power

Everything else has a wireless connection!
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Connection examples Stackable tables

*  Equipment and additional tabletop shapes 
see page 24/25

touch control*

Table shape: Rectangular   4          4 - 8

Cable to the table: Power

Cable from the table 
to the media cart:

C+P multimedia 
cable

Cables to the 
media cart:

Power
Network / Internet

touch control*

Table shape: Rectangular   6         6 - 12

Cable to the table: Power

Cable from the table 
to the projector table:

C+P multimedia 
cable

Cables to the 
projector table:

Power
Network / Internet
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Network VGA

Three simple questions to start with: What is the minimum and maximum 

amount of people the conference solution is intended for? Which table shape 

is most suitable and do you like best? What technology should be integrated? 

Choose a suitable model for your needs based on the answers.

P lease se lect  your table… 

Network (RJ 45):
Designed to supply data from 
the Cat-5e/6 standard upwards.

Wireless Charging:
Available in the international QI 
standard for many compatible 
devices.

Power:
Available for almost all regional 
standards.

VGA (D-Sub) + Audio 3,5 mm:
Conventional analog connec-
tions for image and audio trans-
mission.

Square    2 - 4

Widths 800, 1000, 1200

Depths 800, 1000, 1200

Heights 550, 740, 1060

Round    3 - 6

Diameter 800, 1000, 1200, 1400

Heights 550, 740, 1060

Wankel    3 - 6

Width 1450

Depth 1430

Heights 740, 1060

Rectangle    4 - 8

Widths 1400, 1600

Depths 1000, 1200

Heights 740, 1060

Rectangle 
with curved end    4 - 10

Widths 2000, 2400

Depths 1000, 1200, 1400, 1600

Heights 740, 1060

Boat shape    6 - 12

Widths 2800, 3200

Depths 1200, 1400

Heights 740, 1060

Large rectangle    6 - 12

Widths 2800, 3200

Depths 1400, 1600

Heights 740, 1060

Stackable table    2 - 100*

Widths 1400, 1600

Depths 700, 800

Height 740

* Tables can be connected
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pure power data power easy media wire control touch control smart wire smart

– –

–

optional optional optional optional optional optional

– –
Network Network Network Network Network

–

– – –
VGA VGA VGA

– –

– – –
HDMI HDMI HDMI HDMI

–

– – – –
DP DP

– –

– – – – – –

– – – – – –

– – – – – –
WiDi WiDi

– – – – – –

DPHDMI WiDi

Another tip: Are you looking for specific solutions that you 

can’t find here? Then why not send us your inquiry detailing 

exactly what you are looking for 

…along with your media solution

HDMI:
Available in HDMI 1.4 standard 
(including HDCP).

DisplayPort:
Digital multimedia connection 
(including HDCP).

Mini DisplayPort:
Digital multimedia connection 
(including HDCP), compatible 
with Thunderbolt.

Screen Mirroring:
Wireless transmission of screen 
content in different standards.
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Thoroughly  thought through

The difference can be found in the detail! Cegano offers 

you a lot more than you expect. Smart and sophisticated 

technical additions – typical of C+P. 

Fold, don´t crawl:
The tabletops that can be fold-
ed up in just one action make 
connecting and linking tables a 
simple experience.

Stackable for space-saving 
storage:
Tables that are only used occa-
sionally can be stacked and 
nested to save space.

Flexible and stable:
The mobile Cegano conference 
tables are simple to move and 
remain stable without a locking 
device. 

Stackable table functions Tabletop design

Tabletop materials

Frame colors

Rectangular or with rounded edges:
The tabletops have a rectangular design as stan-
dard. The design with rounded corners (radius 
40 mm) makes it easy to route cables without 
additional cable outlets.

Corian© tabletop:
High-quality, mineral-
organic composite 
material, 25  mm thick.

Glass tabletop:
Toughened safety glass 
(ESG) with polished 
edges, 10 mm thick.

MFC tabletop:
Standard tabletop, 25 mm 
thick as a melamine coated 
particle board with a wood or 
plain decor and edge band.

HPL tabletop:
High pressure laminate
HPL tabletop, 16 mm thick,
for integrating the cable flap.

Real wood tabletop:
Triple layer fine particle board, 
25 mm thick, with real-wood 
veneer and solid-wood edge.

Design runners:
The design runners characterize
the personality of Cegano pro-
ducts. Available in coated or 
chrome-coated design. 

Attractive color combinations:
Cegano table frames are available in the colors white aluminum, 
white, and black gray. They can be combined with runners in 
white aluminum, white, black gray, or chrome.

Floor disk in gloss chrome:
Suitable for tabletops with a round, square or 
Wankel-shaped design.
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Media technology and cable duct

Media cart for professional video conferences:
Available as single cart (for a flat screen) or the duo version (for 
two flat screens) – the mobile Cegano media carts provide elegant 
housing for intelligent conference and presentation technology.

Media carts

The mobile SonicWall Smart – curved or straight:
SonicWall with integrated monitor – available either in a straight 
or curved design for the new curved screens. This design encom-
passes all receiver and control technology. 

System cable trough:
High-tech conference equipment 
– invisibly concealed underneath 
the table. 

Unmistakable plugs:
Allow the system to always be 
connected without any errors. 

Socket strip:
The socket strip can be used 
to simply house sockets under-
neath the tabletop. 

Cable aperture socket:
Made of metal, with stainless 
steel look. With integrated 
cable aperture and brush seal. 

The best possible add-on modules:
The movable projector table with cable management drawer and 
the equally mobile lectern equipped with power which comes with 
a modesty panel and tilting top make every conference a complete 
success.

Projector table and lectern

Table-to-table connection:
The practical cable holders 
keep everything nice and neat 
underneath the tabletop. 

Vertical cable duct:
Designed for connecting to the 
splitter node and the floor duct 
connected thereto.

Glass control panel:
The control panel can be used 
to switch all three signal sources 
separately and you press the  
“X” button to remove the signal. 

One flap – three connections:
Hybrid technology for connect-
ing to analog and digital signal 
sources without an adapter.

SonicWall Smart

Mobile, foldable and stackable tables:
Cegano lift tables are the ideal “stand-by furniture”: As a sit/stand 
solution (720-1135 mm) for spontaneous short meetings, as an 
occasional table and mobile aid for versatile use and for flexible 
training courses and workshops.

Lift tables



C+P is a pioneer in the cause of sustainability and quality!

Our quality, environmental and energy management is certified by

DMSZ (Deutsche Managementsystem Zertifizierungsgesellschaft) 

according to ISO 9001, 14001, and 50001. 

C+P Möbelsysteme GmbH & Co. KG

Boxbachstrasse 1 · D-35236 Breidenbach/Germany

Tel. +49 (0) 64 65 / 919-340 · Fax +49 (0) 64 65 / 919-349

E-Mail sales@cp.de

Internet www.cp.de

By the way: 

C+P specializes in tasteful and efficient steel furniture! 

Our excellence in this field has been virtually unmatched 

for decades. So it’s not surprising our customers have made 

C+P the market leader in numerous product segments.

For more information about the Cegano series and 

the address of a retailer near you, please contact

Tel. +49 (0) 64 65/919-340

sales@cp.de


